8:00am  Breakfast, Announcements

8:30am  Speaker: Jerry Urquhart, MSU Fisheries and Wildlife. *Diversity in the Rainforest and in the Classroom: Why They Are Both Important to Our Future* (Auditorium)

9:30am  Concurrent Session Teasers

9:45am  Break

10:00am  Concurrent Session 4

- Andy Booms, Jamie Bowman, Shaun Davis – *Running the gauntlet*… (Stack 140)
- Pat Hanly & Marcia Angle – *Food web control*…(Stack 138)
- Di Liang, Marty Green, Lisa Wininger – *Fun with plants*… (Stack 141)
- Brendan O’Neill, Jennifer Boyle, Jodie Lugar-McManus – *Decomposition*…(Stack 237)

12:00pm  Lunch at McCrary Hall

1:00pm  Concurrent Session 5

- Andy Anderson & Hannah Miller– *Science and Decision Making*…(Stack 237)
- Susan Magnoli, Becky Drayton, Caleb Fisher – *Species Interactions*…(Stack 145)
- Emily Dittmar & Russ Stolberg – *Does size matter?*… (Stack 141)
- Dani Fegan, Marty Buehler, Matt Hawkins – S.O.S. Sort our seeds. (Stack 140)

3:00pm  Break & snack (Auditorium)

3:15pm  District Planning and discussion on future teacher-led sessions

4:00pm  Evaluation, Sign Invoices, and Adjourn + TAC meeting